Morning

Sunlight,
Slowly streaming, peering through tree branches
Seeming reaching up and out to touch it
And be touched.
Dark shadespots, never-lasting, shift on forest-run
And up the stretching trunks,
To dance 'cross leaves turned up to see the sun.

Water,
Reflecting morning back to bluing sky
Above, from fiery diamond-dance of light
Atop the waves.
The lake awakes as light turns trees of green to gold
And traps their images
In mirrored mere, quicksilver, green and cold.

Mist,
Wet, wraithlike trails of dew that do not seek
The morn, but rather gather, clutched, and drift,
And look to hide
Until, discovered by the sun's relentless rays,
Surrender to the light
That thrusts elusive phantoms from its gaze.

Breezes,
Approaching shyly, coming on to shore,
From jigging o'er the watertops and waves
That lap the land.
With sighs they softly rise to stir the trees awake,
Then us, through mesh that screens
The out from in, and stubborn sleep from wake.

I stir,
And lying on the bed in my repose,
With eyes still closed, I draw a morning breath
Into my soul.
And then, eyes open to the world dawning anew,
I also turn to see the morning sun…
And it is you.
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